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By Karl Taro Greenfeld

HarperCollins Publishers Inc, United States, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. A wickedly funny dystopian parody set in a financially apocalyptic future
America, from the critically acclaimed author of Triburbia. In a future America that feels
increasingly familiar, you are your credit score. Extreme wealth inequality has created a class of
have-nothings: Subprimes. Their bad credit ratings make them unemployable. Jobless and without
assets, they ve walked out on mortgages, been foreclosed upon, or can no longer afford a fixed
address. Fugitives who must keep moving to avoid arrest, they wander the globally warmed
American wasteland searching for day labor and a place to park their battered SUVs for the night.
Karl Taro Greenfeld s trenchant satire follows the fortunes of two families whose lives reflect this
new dog-eat-dog, survival-of-the-financially-fittest America. Desperate for work and food, a
Subprime family has been forced to migrate east, hoping for a better life. They are soon joined in
their odyssey by a writer and his family-slightly better off, yet falling fast. Eventually, they discover a
small settlement of Subprimes who have begun an agrarian utopia built on a foreclosed exurb.
Soon, though, the little stability they have is threatened...
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Great eBook and useful one. We have go through and i also am certain that i am going to likely to read through yet again once more in the foreseeable
future. Your lifestyle period will likely be transform once you comprehensive looking over this book.
-- Ca r ter  Ha a g-- Ca r ter  Ha a g

Definitely among the best publication We have possibly read through. I really could comprehended everything using this published e ebook. Its been written
in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is simply a er i finished reading through this ebook through which basically altered me, change the way i
believe.
-- Mr . Ma la chi B lock-- Mr . Ma la chi B lock
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